
 

 

 

 

 

 

Sculptor and designer Edit Szabo creates functional and architectural objects. Close 
collaboration with urban, landscape and architectural designers characterizes Edit Szabó’s 

design process. Depicting wild animals, her new TAME collection of ceramic furniture offers 

a refreshing variation with refined, sculptural pieces for indoor and outdoor architectural use. 
By traditional methods she creates pieces from noble, long-lasting glazed clay that age 

aesthetically, preserving their value. 
 
 

TAME COLLECTION 

 

The TAME series of ceramic seatings offers a refreshing variation to mass-producted 

furnishings in refined, functional sculptural pieces. The FOX and BEAR seatings, the DEER 
coffee table and the WOLF planter are suitable for indoor and outdoor use, in private or 

public spaces. Equally appropriate for sitting in the living room and around a campfire, they 

are both weather and fire resistant. As side tables they travel in packs, or guard our dreams 
as bedside tables. When heated they breath life into winter gardens, children’s rooms, 

bathrooms, or even the family room. When integrated into a network they can conceal 

speakers, WiFi modems, or phone chargers. Their ease of care and cleaning make them ideal 
for bathrooms too.  

 

The pieces of the TAME series organize space by delineating areas and suggesting 
direction.  

 

The FOX seating prefers to be arranged in packs, the pieces linking together in any 
arrangement. 

 

The somersaulting BEAR can be placed on any of its sides to form a comfortable seat. The 
tactile, elegant deer is rich in details, with its antlers forming a fine arched crown. The piece 

inspires us to approach and remain within the herd for a peaceful moment. 

 
The TAME DEER coffee tables may be easily arranged as a herd by fitting them together. 

Two or more deer pieces can serve a larger number of people simultaneously. This formal 

language involves a very thin membrane that covers the deer, transforming the antlers into a 
functional tabletop.  



The WOLF has a multifunctional purpose thanks to the hollow vault created by the method 

of production. The piece can be loaded with an air filter system and evaporator,  or with a 

heating system.  However, the center hole of the ring provides place for a hydrocultural pot. 
This function as a centered planter is also  a way of paraphrasing  the territorial defense 

instinct. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
Beyond the allure of their functional qualities, the furniture awakens the call of the wild in us. 

What seems from a distance to be a geometrical form reveals the contours of an animal on 
closer inspection. We instinctively reconcile the animal of our imagination with the form in 

front of us. It invites us to touch the pieces, their pleasant curves lead our fingers to discover 

fine arcs and previously undetected details.  
The series has been extremely well received to date in all installations, by all age groups. 

Grandparents and grandchildren alike looked around the pieces enthusiastically, patting and 

stroking their shapes, delighted in the surprising discovery of the fox’s vertebrae and bear’s 
feet, showing each other its claws drawn into the soles of its feet; ears poking out of the fox’s 

mane became soothing and alluring to the touch. 

The pieces that make up the TAME series are manufactured from durable, long-lasting 
chamotte clay mass using the traditional techniques of the Zsolnay Pyrogranite factory. The 

pieces are uncommonly long-lived furniture, even in the most extreme conditions. Made 

from chamotte clay mass into exceptionally hard, durable, frost-resistant, water-resistant, 
chemically inert, UV resistant and easy to clean pieces. 

Made from frost proof glazed chamotte clay mass. FOX seat 55x60x45 cm, BEAR seat 

45x55x55 cm, DEER table 68x52x45 cm, WOLF planter D=80cm, H=60cm. Weight: 40-75 
kg/each. 
 
 
www.tamewilds.com 

www.editszabo.com 


